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Paper in One Sentence:


Comprehensive comparison of the costs of trading on CEX vs DEX exchanges


Overall Comments:


Concise and clear 


Clear comparison of costs


Excellent measurement of gas (first detailed empirics)


Authors even deploy a smart contract!


But don’t examine choice of where to execute 


Model Gas Prices with Volume Endogenously?




What are our priors?

AMM hugely interesting new market design

AMM simplicity vs optimality tradeoff

Design sounds insane!

Large amount of CEX trading is sniping stale  stale prices/public information (Aquilina, Budish and O’Neill, 2021)
AMM cannot update prices/avoid any sniping!


Our Paper
Also empirical examination of AMM (Uniswap) – there aren’t many!
Our Paper:
Decomposes components of LP returns
Including “inventory holding return”
Examines how pools trend to equilibrium
Demonstrates higher resiliency of AMM liquidity
i.e. focus more on economics of LPs and their behaviour

Confirms some results of Barbon and Ranaldo (2022)
Similar AMM “Quoted spreads” 
Also finds AMM prices within arbitrage bounds most of the time

But we don’t do cost comparison to CEX!





Not clear LPs focus solely on “impermanent loss” and “fee revenue” component, ie. are indeed rational. 

Barbon and Ranaldo abstract from/assume LP rationality for the most part. 
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Our paper: AMM Spreads & Arbs over time
Huge improvement in AMM liquidity since inception in 2020

ETH-USDT Quoted Spreads

ETH-USDT Two Point Arbitrages


Barbon and Ranaldo aren’t so interested in the early evolution of AMMs, here’s how far they have come. 
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Section 1: Comparing trading costs of AMMs to CEX
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ETH-USDT







Gas

DW

Gas

DW




Gas

DW

Gas

DW




Gas

DW

Gas

DW

Fees	
AMM (Uniswap)	CEX (Binance)	AMM (Uniswap)	CEX (Binance)	10,000	100,000	30	10	30	10	Spread 	
AMM (Uniswap)	CEX (Binance)	AMM (Uniswap)	CEX (Binance)	10,000	100,000	0.92500000000000004	0.59099999999999997	9.2479999999999993	2.0489999999999999	Gas / DW 	Gas
DW
Gas
DW

AMM (Uniswap)	CEX (Binance)	AMM (Uniswap)	CEX (Binance)	10,000	100,000	26.716999999999999	13.363	2.6709999999999998	1.3360000000000001	



Section 1: Comparing trading costs of AMMs to CEX


A pair with less CEX liquidity, chainlink-ETH, shows a closer race. As we can see, the large CEX spread helps push the AMM in front. 


DEX Gas is estimated based on average gas price in a respective transaction’s hour
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LINK-ETH
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Gas

DW

Gas

DW

Fees	
AMM (Uniswap)	CEX (Binance)	AMM (Uniswap)	CEX (Binance)	10,000	100,000	30	10	30	10	Spread 	
AMM (Uniswap)	CEX (Binance)	AMM (Uniswap)	CEX (Binance)	10,000	100,000	3.0289999999999999	10.505000000000001	30.251000000000001	55.704000000000001	Gas / DW 	Gas
DW
Gas
DW

AMM (Uniswap)	CEX (Binance)	AMM (Uniswap)	CEX (Binance)	10,000	100,000	26.713999999999999	23.927	2.6709999999999998	2.3919999999999999	



Comments: Pair Sample
Choice of 5 pairs to focus on:
Mostly very liquid pairs
Most AMM pools are fairly illiquid however


Mean Spreads (10k order) for top 200 largest pools


I understand for simplicity the authors focus on 5 pairs, but there is a large amount of diversity across trading pairs. 

Exogenous factors driving liquidity: some pairs are more popular with the AMM community (e.g. BTC pairs are unpopular on AMMs)
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In the paper they look at these 5 pools. As you can see they are basically the biggest in each category. 
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Section 2: Comparing Price Efficiency




For AMM, authors do a lot of work estimating correct gas usage by writing and delploying a smart contract that does a triangular swap. 

Deviations rarely outside of bounds. In fact, bounds seem very wide?

For AMM, successful arbitrage is made more difficult due to MEV. 

For Binance, arbitrage more certain. Bounds look too wide, likely because using 10bps rather than the 4bps that larger users on Binance pay in fees (just like how the traditional exchange LSE gives discounts to large traders as well). 
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Section 3: Modelling potential trading costs of AMMs under different scenarios

Model: 
In equilibrium, LP Profits are zero when: Fee Revenue from trades – losses = 0
So equilibrium model where:
AMM Liquidity = expected volume/expected losses

Expected:  rolling average of daily estimates over last 2 weeks.

OLS regression: log(liquidity_t) = log(expected_volume/ expected losses)

What are expected levels of volume and losses for a given level of liquidity

Good model fit: 92% R^2

So liquidity = volume/losses




- Authors choose average returns rather than std dev

In our work, we recognise that you can just decompose AMM liquidity to be just  Balanced – Unbalanced trades right?  We might not say this though. 

Their model doesn’t have a VAR approach, 
Expected losses and volume are just the rolling average of daily estimates over the last 2 weeks.
Not sure how arrive at 2 weeks, holding periods are 5 day median?

Nonetheless, it appears to be effective with agood fit, 92% R^2. 

I could run the same model with my data and check?
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Our paper: LP Holding Periods
Long LP horizons:
Median holding period of a LP is 5 days
25% cutoff is 1 day
Seems to result in more resilient liquidity




Section 3: Scenarios
Apply relationship to scenarios:
For a $10,000 trade
Start with Baseline
For Inputs:
If we lower fees, how much more volume do we need to sustain this?
(3x decrease requires 3x volume)
 = sig benefit
Conversely, if we raise volume, how much more liquidity can we provide?
(10x volume = 10x liquidity) 
= but little benefit
Gas Prices (exogenous)
10x reduction = large benefit
Supremacy:
When costs go below 24bps for ETHUSDT
Only when we lower gas by factor of 10X and fees!
Key takeaway: gas and fees are super important
However, mostly because these pairs already v liquid














The bottom row is effectively the “baseline” actuals.

The liquidity scenarios of 10x and 100x are quite difficult in practice… The largest pools (ETH USDT and USDC ETH) are $250m in size. A 10x increase to get to 5bps requires an extra 2.2bn of liquidity.

Nonetheless, if we move a 5bps fee, we require a 6x increase In trading volume.

60X volume seems very difficult to achieve, let alone 600x. AMM already has a significant share of CEX trading so 60x and  600X impossible in some cases. 

A key takeaway is that Gas is super important!!
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Comment: Model Decision to Trade on AMM

Model determines liquidity for given volume and loss levels
Volume is exogenously determined in the model
Why not model endogenously with gas? 

Paper is about comparing AMM to CEX
But not yet how traders respond to comparison..
Would be nice to model decisions by traders in response to changes in gas and liquidity

Could answer qns on AMMs on competing “layer 2” blockchains with lower gas




Paper has an excellent gas dataset. Could put it to good use to see how volume responds to it. 

Possibly do this by removing some areas of the paper like the Aoyagi table, which is nice but feels a bit out of 
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Conclusion



We are at early iterations/designs of AMMs


Already very successful, with future designs already on the way


Possible applications to traditional finance




Smaller comments

Well written, but a few more details needed in places:
Define measures throughout paper
How is AMM liquidity measured in Table 5?
Does rolling 14 day window include contemporaneous days?
Is volume measured in USD or token values?
Etc.

CEX fees with tiered pricing:
10bps used, but can be as low as 4bps for larger traders (Binance)


Kraken also has tiered pricing. Marginal arbitrageur likely to be large.
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